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Types of Displays
FREE STANDING- This display comes in nominal,
full-size or custom heights from 5 to 50 arms.
This display offers the flexibility of rearranging
your showroom at minimal cost and gives you
unlimited options in showing your area rugs.
DCI’s freestanding displays are easily assembled
and come with all necessary hardware and rug
clips.
Phone 800-362-8416 for specific dimensions on
various display sizes.

4X6

6X9
FLOOR TO CEILING- Unlike the free standing
display, which has a limit of 50 arms, this
permanent showroom fixture is designed in
increments of 10 arms and is limited only by
your floor space. All floor to ceiling displays
are custom made to fit your ceiling height.
Remember to consult your architect, engineer
or contractor to determine if your existing roof
construction can support this type of display.
WALLMOUNT- If you have a load bearing wall
you can convert idle wall space into a profitable
area rug sales center. No display legs to take up
valuable floor space and, like the floor to ceiling,
you can have as many arms as your wall space
allows. All wall mounted displays are custom
made to fit your ceiling height. Contact your
architect, engineer or contractor to determine if
your wall construction can support this type of
display.
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DCI'S 4x6 display is engineered for safety, versatility and ease of
assembly. It is fabricated from heavy gauge steel and is available
with regular or mesh arms for oval rugs. Freestanding units are
offered from 5 to 50 arm models. Floor to ceiling and wall mount
units are custom built to fit any size space. The display comes
with six (6) rug clips per arm and is offered in black, white, gray or
almond.

DCI’s 6x9 has a great set of legs.
With our new straight leg design we can offer a TOTALLY
FREESTANDING (NOT BOLTED TO THE FLOOR) 6x9 display up to
50 arms. We still offer the traditional 45 degree leg for those who
prefer an old standard. No matter which leg you choose you will
appreciate our heavy gauge steel construction that allows you to
hang the heaviest hand made rugs with no worry about display
performance. We inventory full size (10') and nominal (9'1") frames
but custom heights are no problem. We offer our 6x9 displays in
floor to ceiling and wall mount styles as well. Standard color options
are black, white, gray and
almond. For an answer to all
of your 6x9 display needs just call 800-362-8416 and one of our
qualified service representatives will help solve your problem.
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2 and 3 BAY SLIDING DISPLAYS
Sliding displays offer a dramatic presentation of your area
rug collection. This system can accommodate any size rug,
either rectangular or oval. Handles on the rug arms allow
the customer to view the rug without ever touching it, thus
avoiding possible damage from handling. All of our sliding
display systems are custom built to fit your specific needs.

NEW, ONE OF A KIND
Our telescoping slide arm display enables you to show your entire collection from a single bay. Our
system can be built to fit any size rug from 4x6 to 10x14 or larger.
This display, unlike other sliding
displays, is extremely easy to
load and unload because the
entire arm extends outside the
display framework. For more
detailed information on this
AMAZING DISPLAY call our service
representatives at 800-362-8416.
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MAXIMIZE YOUR SALES
The Maxima is a two-tiered display that has
enjoyed a great deal of popularity. This model
will display 40 6x9’s and up to 80 4x6 fine area
rugs. This display allows you to show up to 120
rugs in an area normally used by a 20 arm 6x9.
It comes up to 100 total arms in Free Standing,
Floor to Ceiling or Wall Mounted. Call our trained
professionals at 1-800-362-8416 or Fax us at
1-706-517-0871 today.

OUR ULTIMATE DISPLAY
This Ultima will display 40 9x12’s and up to 80 6x9’s (model shown) in the same space as a 20 arm
9x12 does. Increase your profits when displaying both 9x12’s and 6x9 fine area rugs. This unit can
be produced from 10 to 100 arms in Free Standing, Floor to Ceiling or Wall Mounted. A trained
representative awaits your call
(1-800-362-8416)
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